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Introductions
Albert Hahm

25 year career focused on implementation of technologybacked business transformation programs. Multitude of
technologies implemented include robotics, digital process
automation (DPA), automated decisioning (i.e. Business Rules),
mathematical optimization, enterprise resource planning (ERP),
and artificial intelligence (AI) solutions. Experienced in delivery
of technology based solutions and the implementation of
process and people changes necessary to ensure effective and
sustainable results.

Greg Price

Pega focused consultancy practice leader with 25 years of
experience providing business transformation through digital
process technologies, value case development and positioning,
adoption leadership and delivery leadership. A background of
skills surrounding strategic execution, applications architecture
and program leadership with experience in each phase of the
software development life cycle utilizing agile and iterative
development methodologies.
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Wouldn’t it be great if I could see what my
people were doing and how they were doing it?
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What are the business objectives?
What we are trying to gain?
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Cost vs.
Benefit
Fast ROI
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Productivity
with Quality
Improve
accuracy
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Scale with
Control
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Automate
everything

Drive cost
efficiencies

Untether human
workforce

Design a scalable
operations model

Avoid rising
future costs

Improve data
quality via
technology

Create an
extensible strategy

Accurately
measure &
monitor ROI

Leverage
humans for their
strengths

Implement
Governance

$

Manage
Risk
Balance cost &
implementation risk
Enable
Innovation

?

Increase process
compliance
control

Better manage
4
business value

Why Workforce Intelligence?
Qualitative vs. Quantitative

Traditional qualitative approach:

Interviews, walkthroughs, time & motion studies
New quantitative approach:

WFI provides a data driven approach
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Historically, process discovery and analysis are highly
manual and time consuming tasks that often yield many
rabbit holes before uncovering true value
• Time consuming and expensive

As part of any process improvement
activity, process discovery is essential for
setting a baseline and creating a future
vision. This is currently a manual, time
consuming and ultimately, expensive
journey

Forrester has identified this ‘process gap’, especially in the context of
accelerating process automation1
Direct digital
workers

RPA-based
desktop analytics

Help guide bot
design

• Relies primarily on qualitative input

This adds significant cost to process
improvement initiatives, including
automation, CX improvement, knowledge
transfer, and business requirements
definition

BPM process
analytics

• Bad information = Bad results

Traditional discovery often relies on staff
input and may be anecdotal, incomplete,
biased, or in the worst case completely
inaccurate information

Augment defined
process rules

Today’s process
gap
Customer journey
analytics

Process
mining

Ingest customer
journey analytics

1. FORRESTER: ‘RPA Vendors Are On A Mission To Close The Process Gap’, from The Forrester Wave: Robotic Process Automation, Q2 2018
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Use Automation to enable Automation
by driving insight through data
1

Leverage digital footprints

Visualize and assess the
process

2

3 Unlock insights and value

People
Process
Technology





People leave digital “footprints”
during the performance of
almost all activities
Workforce Intelligence will
capture and extract these
footprints and provide
quantitative data









Workforce Intelligence will analyze
desktop movement and provide
multiple visage into its findings
WFI User Intelligence offers a view
into the DILO of employees
WFI Activity Intelligence reveals the
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performance and execution of
activities
WFI Application Intelligence will
uncover the usage of software
WFI Opportunity finder will offer
suggestions to increase productivity

Teams can focus on delivering
improvements which drive value to your
business
 Prioritized Automation Opportunities
 Performance issues identification
 Training opportunities
 Process improvement opportunities
 Simplification
 Productivity
 Compliance
 Application lifecycle management

Workforce Intelligence (WFI) offers a solution to the
challenges of the traditional time and motion study
with large sample empirical data
Assumption free
quantitative approach to
focus efforts

Transparent and
unbiased insights based
on real process data

Fast-tracked visualisation
& analysis providing
foundational insights

Example WFI dashboards:

Summary
Dashboard

Timeline
View

Application
Categorization

Screen Analysis

Visibility to manage
ongoing operations and
associated change

What is the value of using a Quantitative,
Data driven approach?
Start the
project

Initiate
Stakeholder
Interviews

Conduct time and
motion studies to
quantify
opportunities

Collect and
compile biased,
qualitative data

Develop
Actionable
Recommendation
s

Perform
individual
process
walkthroughs
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What does this look like for a global organization?
In order to be Exhaustive it is Exhausting and
Expensive

What is the value of using a Quantitative,
Data driven approach? Focus & Scalability
Before WFI

After WFI

Collect Data

EY Process
Depot

Benchmark

Analysis
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With real quantitative cost data,
We can focus our calories in specific targeted areas

By automating this work, WFI provides a faster,
cheaper and more accurate path to
understanding and improving processes
Typical process evaluation

Workforce Intelligence

Impact

Discovery duration of 1-5 weeks
per process

Up to 70% reduction in
collection and analysis effort

Faster and more productive

Interview & Workshop driven

System data driven

Scalable delivery model

High impact on client teams

Low impact: work off-site

More time to do my day job

High cost: Resource intensive

Low cost: Fewer, more focused
sessions

Significantly cheaper to value

Work effort focused on
data collection

Work effort focused on
data analysis

Less time collecting information
and more time solving problems

Biased, anecdotal information

Unbiased, operational data

More accurate information to
support better business decisions
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It’s not all unicorns and rainbows:
There are pitfalls and lessons learned
Think beyond automation

Focus on areas with scale

Don’t assume automation
equates to Robotics

Don’t fear the “Big Brother”
objection

WFI will give you transparency to
improvement opportunities outside of
automation.

It simply does not. Just because you can
do it in Robotics doesn’t mean you
should.

More information will give
you deeper insights
From the early stages, focus on leveraging
additional data sources to get a broader
and deeper perspective.

The benefits of a data driven approach
increase with scale. Focus on the big
rocks to uncover greater value for initial
efforts.

Our clients work through the cultural stigma
to obtain real value through transparency.

WFI can be one of the most
disruptive tools to improve
business

WFI has potential value well beyond its original
purpose of identifying automation opportunities.
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Ask a better question,
Get a better answer,
Build a better working world.
The question we’ve been asking is:

What should I automate?
The better question is:

How can WFI improve my business?
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What can we expect to learn
How can WFI help my business?
People
WFI data
only
When
combined
with data
from other
sources

Technology

Process

• Uncover labor cost per task
• Track productive vs.
non-productive behaviors
• See labor costs of technical debt
• Reveal workforce balance options
• Gather performance metrics

•
•
•
•
•

Uncover labor cost per process
Monitor performance benchmarks
Uncover process variability
Standardize processes
Build a process library

• Identify Top performers
• Track 360 performance metrics
• Identify process compliance
issues
• Uncover individual training
opportunities
• Identify organizational change
drivers
• Monetize activities
• Evaluate employee incentive
program effectiveness
• Manage without walking
around

• Process portfolio transparency
• Reveal “gold standard” process
• Obtain global view of process
execution
• Drive process harmonization
• Identify systemic process issues
• Expose process risks
• Identify training shortfalls
• Monitor process outcome drivers
• See process contribution to profit
• Quantify process execution costs
• Conduct before & after business
impact analytics

Uncover labor cost per application
Identify “swivel chair” integrations
Monitor system adoption patterns
Quantify system sunset
opportunities
• See technology usage patterns
•
•
•
•

• Rationalize application inventory
• Track support & maintenance costs
• Understand system development
and rollout costs
• Avoid costs for “shelfware”
• Gain a holistic view of technology
debt and related costs
• Align enterprise strategy
• Monitor technology leverage
diagnostics
• Find application functional shortfalls
• Network performance impacts
• Manage system downtime impact

Albert Hahm

Managing Director, Automation
Albert.Hahm@EY.com
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Greg Price

Pega Sector Leader,
Insurance
Greg.E.Price@EY.com
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